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We have investigated the dielectric response in the terahertz �THz� spectral range of a series of Bi-layered
ferroelectrics with Aurivillius structure involving ferroelectric compounds �Bi4Ti3O12,SrBi2Ta2O9,
SrBi2Nb2O9�, a relaxor ferroelectric �BaBi2Nb2O9�, and intermediate-type compound �Sr0.5Ba0.5Bi2Ta2O9�.
The lowest-frequency polar phonons were studied by means of the time-domain THz transmission spectros-
copy in the frequency range 0.1–2 THz at temperatures 10–950 K. Although previous structural studies
suggested a displacive character of the structural phase transitions, no soft-mode anomalies were observed in
our THz spectra near Tc in any of the investigated compounds. A gradual and only partial softening of the
lowest frequency polar phonon was revealed during heating. Dielectric anomalies near Tc in all the compounds
should be caused by slowing down of relaxations, directly observed in some cases below the polar phonon
range. The ferroelectric transitions are therefore not classically displacive. In analogy to other relaxor ferro-
electrics, existence of dynamic polar clusters is suggested to be in origin of such relaxations. Ferroelectric
transitions in such cases are connected with an abrupt freezing and rise of these clusters into domains and the
classical division of phase transitions into displacive and order-disorder is no more sufficient.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bi-layered ferroelectrics with Aurivillius structure have
the general chemical formula Bi2An−1BnO3n+3 �n=1–4� and
the crystal structure consists of perovskitelike blocks
�An−1BnO3n+1�2− interleaved with fluoridelike �Bi2O2�2+ lay-
ers perpendicular to pseudotetragonal c axis. Here B is a
diamagnetic transition metal such as Ti4+ or Nb5+ and A is an
alkali or alkaline earth cation.1 Although the ferro-
electric properties of these oxides have been known for more
than 50 years,2,3 most extensive studies have been carried out
only during the last 10 years. The increased interest is
owing to the high spontaneous polarization, fatigue-free be-
havior and low leakage currents of these compounds, which
makes them promising for applications in nonvolatile ferro-
electric memories.4–6 The most intensively studied are
SrBi2Ta2O9 �SBT� �n=2� thin films, which are already uti-
lized in FERAMs, but Bi4Ti3O12 �BiT� �n=3� thin films
seem to be even more promising, as they show a higher
polarization and can be deposited at lower temperatures.6,7

Much effort has been devoted to the specification of crys-
tal structures and phase diagrams of Bi-layered Aurivillius
compounds. Recent papers revealed that the results of the
earlier structural determinations must be revised. New inter-
mediate phases �between ferroelectric and paraelectric ones�
with a doubled unit cell have been observed in some com-

pounds with two or three perovskite layers,8–11 and signifi-
cantly more advanced characterization of ferroelectric phases
is now available.12–16

It is worth noting that no structural study has revealed any
dynamical disorder; in addition, a temperature-dependent
lowest-frequency optic mode observed by means of the Ra-
man scattering experiments17–20 has been identified with the
ferroelectric soft mode. Based on these findings it has been
generally accepted that the phase transitions in Bi-layered
Aurivillius compounds are of displacive type. However, the
intensity of the soft Raman mode, in agreement with the
Raman selection rules, rapidly decreases upon heating and
finally vanishes when the transition temperature Tc is ap-
proached. In this respect, the infrared �IR� spectroscopy has
an advantage, because in the case of proper ferroelectric tran-
sitions the soft mode is IR active in both ferroelectric and
paraelectric phases.

Up to now only SrBi2Ta2O9 �SBT� has been investigated
by means of the IR and THz spectroscopy.10,21–23 Surpris-
ingly, the soft mode with frequency near 28 cm−1 has shown
no anomaly around Tc. Only a weak gradual softening of this
mode was observed in the THz spectra during heating up to
950 K and, consequently, its contribution to the low fre-
quency permittivity is much smaller than that needed to ac-
count for the reported dielectric anomaly near Tc=600 K. An
additional relaxation was identified in the THz spectra and it
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was shown that its dielectric contribution is presumably re-
sponsible for the dielectric anomaly near Tc. Therefore it was
proposed that the phase transition in SBT is prevailingly of
order-disorder type.23 Since no other Bi-layered Aurivillius
compound was investigated in a similar way, we have per-
formed such kind of studies on several materials, which are
summarized, together with the list of their phase transition
temperatures and space groups, in Table I.

Our experimental results, along with recent first-principle
studies,24–28 enable us to discuss the microscopic origin of
the ferroelectric transitions in these compounds.

II. EXPERIMENT

SrBi2Nb2O9 �SBN� single crystal was grown using a
modified high-temperature self-flux solution method de-
scribed elsewhere.29 A colorless, transparent, and defect-free
sample with irregular shape and size �4�6�0.1 mm3 was
polished down to a 14-�m-thick plate for the THz measure-
ments.

Bi4Ti3O12 �BiT� single crystal was grown by the flux
method in Bi2O3 excess in a two-step process. First, BiT
powder was synthesized at 850 °C from Bi2O3 and TiO2,
using NaCl/KCl as a melting agent, and then washed in hot
water. Single crystals were grown from the BiT powder in a
Bi2O3 excess �BiT:Bi2O3 in a 1:8 molar ratio�. About 6 g of
powder was placed in a covered platinum crucible and sub-
jected to the following thermal treatment: heating up to
1100 °C at 300 °C/h, dwelling 10 h, cooling down to
940 °C at 5 °C/h with intermediate dwelling �2 h� every
40 °C and final natural cooling down to room temperature.
Single crystals were extracted from the melt using hydro-
chloric acid. Our investigated crystal �6�8�0.1 mm3 was
polished down to a plane-parallel plate of 50 �m thickness
for THz transmission studies. In both cases the plates of SBN
and BiT were �001� oriented because the crystals grow
slowly in the c direction. The crystals were polydomain,
therefore the a and b axes could not be distinguished.

BaBi2Nb2O9 �BBN� ceramics were prepared using the
conventional mixed-oxide processing technique and the de-
tails are described elsewhere.30 A similar method has also
been used for preparation of ceramic Sr0.5Ba0.5Bi2Ta2O9
�SBBT�.31 50-�m-thick ceramic plates with a diameter of
8 mm were used for the THz experiments, a needle-shaped
BBN ceramic with a diameter of 0.9 mm and a length of
7 mm was used for the dielectric measurements between
1 MHz and 8.8 GHz.

The lowest polar mode appeared at a frequency of less
than 30 cm−1 in all investigated compounds. Therefore we
used time-domain THz transmission spectroscopy, which is
more accurate than Fourier transform IR spectroscopy in this
frequency range. Our THz spectrometer is based on an am-
plified femtosecond laser system. Two ZnTe crystal plates
were used to generate �by optic rectification� and to detect
�by electro-optic sampling� the THz pulses. Both the trans-
mitted field amplitude and phase shift were simultaneously
measured; this allowed us to determine directly the complex
dielectric response �*��� in the range of 4–80 cm−1. An Op-
tistat CF cryostat with thin mylar windows was used for
measurements down to 10 K. For sample heating, we used
an adapted commercial high-temperature cell �SPECAC P/N
5850� with 1-mm-thick sapphire windows.23

The dielectric response of the BBN ceramics was in-
vestigated from 10 to 700 K using low-frequency imped-
ance analyzer HP 4192A �100 Hz–1 MHz� and high-
frequency impedance analyzer Agilent 4291B �1 MHz–
1.8 GHz,100–500 K� with a coaxial measuring cell. The
composite dielectric resonator method and network analyzer
Agilent E8364B was used at 8.8 GHz and temperatures
100–380 K.32

III. RESULTS AND EVALUATIONS

Figures 1–4 show experimental complex dielectric spectra
of all investigated samples at different temperatures. In the
case of �001� oriented single crystals �SBN and BiT�, the
spectra were taken in the ab plane. The complex dielectric
spectra were fitted with a sum of n damped Lorentz oscilla-
tors describing the polar phonons

�*��� = ����� + i����� = �
j=1

n
�� j� j

2

� j
2 − �2 + i�� j

+ ��, �1�

where � j, � j, and �� j denote the eigenfrequencies, damping,
and dielectric contribution of the jth polar phonon mode,
respectively, and �� describes the high-frequency permittiv-
ity originating from the electronic polarization and from the
polar phonons above 80 cm−1. A single oscillator model was
used for the fit of BiT spectra, while two oscillators were
needed to account for the BBN and SBBT spectra and, fi-
nally, a sum of three oscillators was used in the case of SBN.
Temperature dependences of the fit parameters are summa-
rized in Fig. 5.

TABLE I. List of crystal structures and phase-transition temperatures in investigated compounds.
Paraelectric phase has one formula unit per primitive unit cell �Z=1�, while other phases �except for BBN�
have Z=2. T denotes temperature.

Material Low T str. Tc1 �K� Intermediate str. Tc2 �K� High T str.

SBT A21am �Refs. 9 and 11� �600 Amam �Refs. 9 and 11� �770 I4/mmm

SBN A21am �Refs. 13 and 16� �710 I4/mmm

BBN I4mm �Ref. 14� �300 I4/mmm

SBBT A21am �Ref. 31� �430 I4/mmm

BiT B1a1 �Ref. 12�, B2cb �Ref. 15� �940 Cmca �Ref. 15� �970 I4/mmm
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IV. DISCUSSION

Let us discuss first the SBN THz spectra �see Figs. 1 and
5�. At 900 K two polar phonon modes are clearly seen. The
weak higher frequency mode near 65 cm−1 shows only small
temperature dependence and will be not discussed here,
while the lower frequency mode near 17 cm−1 exhibits a re-
markable temperature dependence, which is best seen in di-
electric loss spectra �����. The mode splits into two parts
below Tc=700 K and both components harden and reduce
their damping on cooling. Finally, below 300 K both modes
have very similar frequencies so that they are almost not
resolved in the spectra. This temperature dependence will be
explained below together with other samples. Let us stress
another feature: The phonon contribution to the permittivity
�� in the ab plane does not exceed 200, while �ab� �1 MHz�
reaches �2500 at Tc.

29 Clearly, the dielectric strength of po-
lar phonons cannot explain the dielectric anomaly near Tc in
SBN crystal: similarly as in SBT23 an additional lower fre-
quency excitation �probably with a relaxational character� is
required.

Even smaller phonon contribution to the static �� is found
in BBN ceramics �Fig. 2�, �� at 5 cm−1 is smaller than 110 at
all temperatures. In contrast to SBN, BBN exhibits a diffuse

�relaxor� ferroelectric transition near 300 K with �max� 	700,
see Refs. 33 and 34 where the dielectric spectra were ob-
tained at low frequencies up to 1 MHz. We have extended
this study to the 100 Hz–8.8 GHz frequency range �see Figs.
6 and 7�. A broad dielectric relaxation is observed in the
temperature dependence of the dielectric permittivity and
losses �Fig. 6�. The relaxational process slows down and
broadens on cooling: it is seen in Fig. 7 that the mean relax-
ation frequency �R �corresponding to the maximum of
������ lies in the range of 107–108 Hz at 500 K and slows
down on cooling so that it appears below 100 Hz at 300 K.
Frequency independent but nonvanishing ����� is observed
below 150 K which is a typical feature for all relaxor ferro-
electrics at low temperatures. This behavior is connected to a
small but measurable dispersion of ����� observed at low
frequencies for these temperatures. Such a dispersion is ob-
served even below the freezing temperature Tf �90 K �ob-
tained from a Vogel-Fulcher fit of �max� �T ,���. Note also that
at 20 K the permittivity in the kHz range ���
90� is still
larger than the permittivity extrapolated from the THz spec-
tra ����70�. The low temperature behavior of BBN can be
described by a broad distribution of activation energies for
hopping of dynamically disordered ions.35 The origin of the
relaxation in BBN will be discussed below.

The solid solution of SBT and BaBi2Ta2O9 �BBT� for a
1:1 ratio �Sr0.5Ba0.5Bi2Ta2O9 abbreviated as SBBT� exhibits
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Complex dielectric spectra �ab
* ��� of

SBN single crystal at selected temperatures. Solid lines are results
of the quasiharmonic oscillator fits �Eq. �1��. Direction of rise of
temperature is marked by an arrow. Splitting of the Eu mode is most
remarkably seen at 600 and 500 K.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Experimental complex dielectric spectra
of BBN ceramic �points� together with their fits �solid lines�.
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similar THz dielectric spectra like BBN �see Fig. 3� with a
slightly higher permittivity value. While SBT is a ferroelec-
tric, BBT is a relaxor.34 SBBT exhibits relaxor properties
with a maximum ���T��500 near Tmax=430 K.31 Again,
like in the previously discussed compounds, a small continu-
ous softening of the phonon frequency is observed upon
heating and no anomaly appears near Tc in the THz spectra
�see Fig. 5�. The phonon contributions to the permittivity do
not exceed 150 which means that in analogy with BBN an
additional dielectric relaxation below phonon frequencies
should be expected with a dielectric strength of about 400
near 430 K.

The highest phonon contribution to the static �ab� is seen
in the THz spectra of BiT single crystal �Fig. 4�. The phonon
strongly absorbs in the range of �ab� maximum, therefore the
sample is not transparent in the vicinity of the phonon reso-
nance at temperatures below 300 K. Above room tempera-
ture, the sample is opaque above the phonon frequency,
therefore only low frequency data are presented in Fig. 4.
The spectra were taken at temperatures up to 950 K �limit of
our furnace�, which is approximately equal to Tc1=943 K15

so that we cannot study the dielectric anomaly above Tc1 and
in the vicinity of Tc2. Fouskova and Cross36 published �ab� �T�
at 5 MHz, which corresponds to our THz data in the whole

temperature range. This means that, in contrast with all the
materials discussed above, no additional dispersion below
phonon frequencies is required in the ferroelectric phase. The
ferroelectric phase transition is of the first order and a large
stepwise decrease of �ab� was observed at Tc1 on cooling.36

From the paraelectric side �ab� �Tc1��1700 at 5 MHz: it is
then likely that a dielectric relaxation appears in the
paraelectric phase, however, higher temperature THz experi-
ments are missing to confirm or disprove this hypothesis.

Let us now discuss the temperature dependence of the
lowest frequency phonons in samples with two perovskite
layers �SBN, BBN, SBT,23 and SBBT�. In all cases only
partial phonon softening was observed with no phonon fre-
quency anomaly near Tc �or Tmax in relaxors� and the phonon
contribution to static �� cannot explain the dielectric
anomaly near Tc or Tmax. Perez-Mato et al. analyzed the dy-
namics of phase transitions in SBT using the ab initio calcu-
lations and revealed a rather complex scenario:27,28 The
ferroelectric phase is the result of superposition of four fro-
zen phonon modes. One mode of Eu symmetry is polar �IR
active� and it is responsible for the spontaneous polarization.
This mode describes an antiphase displacement of the Bi
atoms and the perovskite layers along the �110� direction of
the tetragonal unit cell, plus a much smaller shift of the Sr
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Experimental complex dielectric spectra
of SBBT ceramic �points� together with their oscillator fits �solid
lines�.
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and Ta cations with respect to the oxygen in the perovskite
blocks. The other three modes of X2

+ and X3
− symmetry stem

from the Brillouin zone boundary. The strongest instability
of the tetragonal prototype structure corresponds to an octa-
hedral tilting mode of X3

− symmetry. The freezing of this
single mode at higher temperatures results in intermediate
improper ferroelastic phase with the Amam space group.
Since such an intermediate phase was not observed in SBN
or BBN, the X3

− mode has to freeze simultaneously with the
Eu mode in these materials. The Eu and X3

− modes exhibit a
very strong positive biquadratic coupling. The freezing of the
third weakly unstable X2

+ mode associated with rotation of
the octahedra around the c axis does not change the funda-
mental competition of the two main unstable modes. The
additional freezing of the fourth mode, a hard mode of X2

+

symmetry, which involves only the oxygen atoms within the
Bi2O2 layers, is then essential for the final stabilization of the
ferroelectric phase.27,28

How does such a theoretical prediction correspond to our
experimental results? X3

− and X2
+ modes are not IR active in

the paraelectric phase, but they become IR active in the
ferroelectric phase due to the folding of the Brillouin zone
and lowering of the crystal symmetry. The lowest frequency

phonon seen in our THz spectra at all temperatures is the
“soft” Eu phonon. In SBN crystal it splits clearly into two
components below Tc. It is possible that the second compo-
nent could belong to the unstable X3

− mode, but seems more
probable that it represents just the split Eu mode, which is
doubly degenerate in the paraelectric phase and splits in the
ferroelectric phase into A1 and B2 components �factor group
analysis of the phonon modes was published in Ref. 23�. In
other investigated samples no splitting of the Eu mode was
observed, probably due to smaller orthorhombic distortion.
Our high temperature THz spectra of SBT revealed an over-
damped �relaxational� mode below the lowest Eu phonon,23

which is expected to be responsible for the dielectric
anomaly near Tc1, exists also in the paraelectric phase and
therefore cannot be related to the X3

− mode. This excitation is
of strongly anharmonic, not one-phonon nature, maybe origi-
nating from a static chemical disorder in the structure.
Namely, structural studies on ABi2Ta2O9 �Refs. 37 and 38�
and ABi2Nb2O9 �A=Ba, Sr, Ca�39 revealed antisite defects of
Bi3+ and A2+ cations, whose concentration increases with the
increasing A cation size. Simultaneously, the orthorhombic
distortion decreases. This can explain why the lattice distor-
tion is smaller in Ba compounds than in Sr compounds. The
broad dielectric relaxation in Ba compounds may appear due
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Temperature dependences of the real and
imaginary part of complex permittivity of BBN ceramics at fre-
quencies from 100 Hz up to 8.8 GHz.
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to a higher chemical disorder �and corresponding higher ran-
dom fields�, and this might be responsible for the relaxor
behavior in BBN, BBT, as well as SBBT. In other words, the
positional static disorder of Bi and Ba cations is responsible
for the ferroelectric relaxor behavior through the formation
of nanoregions with different structural distortion levels.

The microscopic origin of the ferroelectric instability in
BiT was investigated using first principles calculations by
Machado et al.26 They predicted two unstable Eu modes, one
involving the motion of Bi2O2 planes in a direction relative
to the perovskite blocks and the second one involving the
motion of the Bi ions in the perovskite A site with respect to
the TiO6 perovskite blocks. In fact, the critical excitation
should be a linear combination of both the modes. However,
Machado et al.26 did not take into account the rotation and
deformation of oxygen octahedra and multiplication of the
unit cell below Tc1. Symmetry of the ferroelectric phase �two
possibilities are in the literature—B1a1 �Ref. 12� or B2cb
�Ref. 15� space groups� cannot be derived from the I4/mmm
paraelectric phase by freezing of the Eu modes from the Bril-
louin zone center only �this cannot explain multiplication of
the unit cell�. Freezing of the X3

+ mode from the Brillouin
zone boundary is again needed for symmetry reasons,15 how-

ever, such mode was not seen in our spectra, presumably due
to its weakness. It is worth noting that the oscillator strength
S1=��1�1

2 of the observed Eu “soft” mode near 30 cm−1 in-
creases with increasing temperature �almost three times�. It
may indicate some coupling of this mode with higher fre-
quency modes of the same symmetry and may support indi-
rectly the result of Machado et al.26 about two unstable
modes of the Eu symmetry. The observed small softening of
the Eu mode is very probably not able to explain the large
dielectric anomaly above Tc1. No antisite defects can be ex-
pected in BiT �in Bi-layers and A perovskite sites are the
same Bi-cations�. Oxygen vacancies were observed in perov-
skite layers of BiT,40 which are responsible for the large
dielectric anomalies below Tc1 at low frequencies below
1 MHz due to some conductivity effects36,41 and might be
also connected with the high-temperature relaxational mode
at higher frequencies.

We can describe the dynamics of the ferroelectric transi-
tion in another language, which we in fact prefer. In analogy
with other relaxorlike ferroelectrics, we can assume forma-
tion of polar clusters in the paraelectric phase. The reason for
their formation could be the chemical disorder/defects men-
tioned above. Then the critical relaxation most probably con-
cerns the dynamics of these mesoscopic clusters, which may
change into ferroelectric domains in the ferroelectric phase
�partially or completely as in the case of BiT, where no re-
laxation is needed in the ferroelectric phase�. Assuming such
a scenario, the structural change at the ferroelectric transition
cannot be described using single sublattice displacements or
ordering, as required for classical classification into displa-
cive or order-disorder type structural transitions, respec-
tively. In this case the structural change at the transition
concerns rather mesoscopic, many-particle objects. In fact,
similar behavior without phonon softening near Tc and
clearly revealed dynamical disorder was already observed
near ferroelectric transition in several perovskites
as ordered PbSc1/2Ta1/2O3,42 PbMg1/3Nb2/3O3-PbTiO3,
PbZn1/3Nb2/3O3-PbTiO3,35 and also in tungsten-bronze ferro-
electrics Sr0.61Ba0.39Nb2O6 �Ref. 43� and Ba2LaTi2Nb3O15.

44

V. CONCLUSION

THz dielectric spectra of five Bi-layered Aurivillius com-
pounds �SBT, SBN, BBN, SBBT, and BiT� obtained at tem-
peratures up to 950 K revealed that the low-frequency di-
electric anomalies near and above ferroelectric phase
transitions cannot be explained just by softening of polar
phonons, as expected for classical displacive ferroelectrics,
because the lowest frequency phonon softens on heating only
partially with no anomaly near Tc. Additional dielectric re-
laxation, directly observed in SBT23 and BBN, is needed to
account for the dielectric anomaly in all the studied com-
pounds, although numerous structural investigations as-
sumed the displacive type of the phase transitions. The re-
quired and sometimes also observed dielectric relaxations
�analogy to central modes in inelastic scattering experiments�
might be caused by cation disorder,37–39 most remarkable in
Ba compounds, where the full relaxor ferroelectric behavior
was revealed. Using another language, we suggest an exis-
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tence of polar clusters in the paraelectric phase, whose dy-
namics should be in origin of the �critical� relaxations and
which change into ferroelectric domains below the phase
transition. For such a scenario, the usual classification into
displacive and order-disorder structural transitions is no
more appropriate. The microscopic origin of the phase tran-
sitions is also discussed in the light of recent first principle
calculations. IR reflectivity measurements of Bi-layered Au-
rivillius ceramics and single crystals are in progress, which

should allow us to assign the polar phonons and compare
them with the results of first principle calculations.26
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